The fast, simple
way to go global
with Chrome OS
CloudReady delivers the security & manageability
of Chromebooks—anywhere, on any device
When it comes to developing and deploying
a consistent IT strategy, multinational
organizations often discover that expanding
into some countries presents some serious
technology challenges.
As more companies embrace web-based
applications and the easy management and
unparalleled security of the Google Chrome
ecosystem, being able to conquer those regionspecific challenges becomes mission critical.

A solution for your global IT challenges
CloudReady is an operating system that turns your
computers into Chrome devices. Based on Google’s
open source Chromium OS, CloudReady is the secure,
manageable, and fast way to deploy and manage the
Chrome environment on your organization’s endpoints—no
matter where they are in the world.
CloudReady also integrates natively with GSuite and the
Google Admin console, allowing users and devices to be
managed, tracked, and organized with any extra time or
effort. Simply enroll your CloudReady machines in your
existing Admin console for the control and visibility you
need to manage your fleet quickly and seamlessly.

Learn more:
info@neverware.com
www.neverware.com

Go Google anywhere
With CloudReady, you don’t need to make exceptions to
your global IT strategy. As a lightweight, easy-to-install
operating system, CloudReady isn’t subject to foreign
restrictions, or the high import tariffs of countries such
as Brazil. It’s a hassle-free way to deliver the familiar
Chromebook experience, reliably and efficiently.

On any device
No need to purchase new Chromebooks or Chromeboxes to
finalize your global Chrome deployment, or to be limited to
specific hardware models. CloudReady is device agnostic:
Install it on the hardware that fits your business needs,
whether that’s your existing fleet or brand new computers,
and let your users get to work.

According to your time frame
If you’re up against tight project deadlines as you roll out
offices in new regions of the world, you don’t necessarily
have time to procure new Chromebooks. Using any of our
supported mass deployment methods, your team can
deploy CloudReady to hundreds or thousands of machines
within days.
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Try CloudReady free:
try.neverware.com

